
ST.ARNOLD SCHOOL, JHARTARANG  

ASSIGNMENT 2020  

(25 March to 4 April)  

CLASS-V  

SUBJECT : ENGLISH  

             

I. Read the story and find 20 difficult words and write in the copy.  

 

II. Use dictionary to find out the meanings of:- (Write in copy)  

a) in a fix  b) flash across the mind  c) survey  d) scraps  e) tempting     

 

III. Write the opposites for the following:- (Write in copy)  

a) ordered×   b) imagine×   c) entered×  

 d) special×   e) prepared×   f) clean×  

 g) waste×   h) huge×   i) together×  

 j) decorate×  

 

IV. Name some of the things which are thrown away at home or in school   

 

V. Make one Eng handwriting copy of 120 pages. Write one page everyday in good cursive   writing. It can be 

from English newspaper(articles) or short stories or from English course   book.  

 

 

 

Class - 5 maths  

:- Collect the population of all the States and Union territories of India and write them in Indian place value 

system ( number name ). Also ,prepare a list in the descending order of their population. Round off the numbers 

(population) to the nearest lakhs place . ( Do in your maths copy ) 

 

Class-5 (science)  

 1. Draw and label the structure of a bean seed.  

2. suggest some ways to grow your own kitchen garden and use kitchen waste to make manure for the plants.  

3. Learn the hardwords of ch - 1(growing plants) 

Do in science copy 

https://youtu.be/OEqbyg64V5g 

 

 

HINDI 

MADHUP- CH-1 ( Nav itihas rachayge) 

*write poem in your notebook and learn. 

*Pg no.13,  Q-1 (hard words) write and practice it. 

*SULEKH MALA- Write up to pg no. 5. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/OEqbyg64V5g


Class-5, Odia 

(write the poem- jatiya dhwaja ama udai pharaphara  in your odia note book. Write all the hard words from page 

no-2 & practice it.  Write 4pages handwriting in your Adarsh Hastalipi 

 

. 

 

COMPUTER 
 

{Note: Do thisassignment on loose papers and staple them.} 
1. Go through the pages from 7 to 10 of the Chapter-1 titled “Data Storage Media”. 
2. Please follow the video given in the linkhttps://youtu.be/t3sxTKF66M0 

3. Check your understanding by doing fill ups given on page numbers 7 and 11. 
4. Write any three differences between RAM and ROM. 
5. Write a short note on ROM BIOS. 

6. Take the mobile phone of any one of your parents with their permission. With parental help: 
    (a) Write down the name of the company and model of it. 
    (b) Find out and write the capacity of the following data storage media inside it: 

 (i) RAM  (ii) Phone memory  (iii) Memory Card (if any). 
 
 

 

G.K 

 Draw 5 national flags with their respective country names. 

# Draw 5 countries airline logo with their respective names in the GK copy. 

 

 

Drawing. 

Drawing- Page no.-67 (vegetables) fill colour. 

 

 

 

**************** 

https://youtu.be/t3sxTKF66M0

